


Important Notice

1. Upon arrival of your walk-in bath, 
please remove the packaging and 
check for faults.
2. All plus and special models must be 
water tested outside property with all 
electronic functions checked. 
3. If it is not possible to check outside 
please contact dealer to confirm 
alternative arrangements.
4. Only the frame and shell should be 
handled to support and move the 
bath.
5. Retailer cannot be responsible for 
defects caused during installation.
6. Before sealing in the bath check 
all water functions and electrical 
functions again.
7. Allow ample access for the bath 
to be serviced/pulled out to be 
serviced.























Press the pneumatic switch, but

the related electrical appliances

are not activated

A. Pneumatic switch failure

B. Damaged clear connecting

tube of pneumatic switch

C. Related electrical failure

Replace pneumatic switch

Replace pneumatic switch clear connection tube

Check the electrical box circuit, if necessary,

please replace the damaged equipment

The bubble/hydromassage

system is activated,

but the flow is low

A. Insufficient voltage

B. Air pump/water pump

pipeline blocked

Check the power supply line

Clean the air pump/water pump to ensure that

the pipeline is unobstructed

The control panel starts, press

a key, the buzzer sounds but

the related system does not

start to operate

A. The control panel wiring is

damaged

B. Poor contact or damage to

electrical circuits

Check the wiring, if necessary, replace the

control panel wiring

Check electrical appliances and wiring, if

necessary, replace damaged equipment

Control Failure Analysis Table

Fault phenomenon Cause Analysis Approach

The control panel does

 not start

A. Poor contact of control panel

circuit parts

Check the wiring, if necessary, replace the

control panel wiring

B. The control panel does not

work
Replace the control panel



A. Plunger head height is to

high

B. Foreign objects in the lower

body of the drain, not lettting

the plunger seal correctly.

C. Complete Drain Failure

Twist the drain knob, but

the water sealing cover

does not raise/lower

accordingly

Twist the stem nut on the lifting column to the

desired height

Clean the lower body of the drain, removing and

foreign objects

Replace the drain

Drainage failure analysis table

Fault phenomenon Cause Analysis Approach

Drain leaking

A. The drain top  gasket has

slipped off

B. The top gasket rubber ring is

damaged

Check the top drain gasket, if necessary, please

replace the gasket rubber ring

Replace the top gasket rubber ring



The gap between the jamb and

the door is non-uniform

A. A slight change in the

products shape due to being in

transit as changed the

alignment.

The door is attached via 6 screws in the hinges,

remove the screws using a 5mm Allen (Hex)

key. Add or Removes 8mm washers in between

the hinges to Re-Align the door.

A. Foreign debris in the

showerhead
Look inside, remove foreign debris

Door Alignment Issue

Fault phenomenon Cause Analysis Approach

Faucet failure analysis table

Fault phenomenon Cause Analysis Approach

Turn the faucet on, no water

flows or very little water flows.

Shower Hose Blockage

A. Mains inlet pipe, or outlet

pipe is clogged
Unscrew the pipes, check that they are clear

B. Faucet Mixer or Knobs are

broken
Replace appropriate faucet parts
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